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The Jura region reigns as the undisputed cradle of the French 

eyewear industry. One of the quintessential exam-ples of 

optical craftsmanship at home in the mountainous area in the 

east of the country is HENRY JULLIEN, established in 1921 in 

Lons-le-Saunier. Today, exactly 100 years later, the traditional 

company still manufactures its eyeglasses in the same loca-

tion according to time-honored principles. What’s more, the 

eyewear mainstays carry this wealth of expertise as a badge 

of honor: “We’re not like others, we are one of a kind.” This 

statement also includes a deeply rooted commitment to pre-

serving a high level of quality while passing on the profound 

heritage to future generations. As is to be expected, HENRY 

JULLIEN realizes this sense of mission by banking on premium 

materials and quality control at its factory.    

Heading into a brand-new century of company history, 

HENRY JULLIEN introduces two new collections: Gold Filled 
and Nano Studio combine strong technical features with a 

passion for detail as the signature aesthetic of both lines.

www.maison-henry-jullien.fr

100 Years With Henry Jullien
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Gold Filled Collection
The Gold Filled technology is a true HENRY JULLIEN 
achievement, and inextricably connects a golden 
layer to the metal base, unlike mere gold plating. The 
elaborate process requires 279 working steps, but 
the results speak for themselves in terms of quality 
and longevity. Thanks to their balanced weight dis-
tribution, the 30 models in the Gold Filled Collection 
offer superior comfort of wear.

These premium pieces are available in either 
gold or palladium. The latter versions upgrade the 
gold frame with an extra layer of precious palladium. 
What’s more, the sunglasses of the Goldies Collection 
are fitted with 24K gold-coated sun lenses.

Nano Studio Collection
The same love for details as the Gold Filled line sparkles 
all over the Nano Studio Collection. The glasses achieve a 
unique level of light weight and elegance thanks to HENRY 
JULLIEN’s extensive technical and materials know-how.

Speaking of materials, the implemented Nanofit material 
is derived from healthcare and aviation technology and offers 
superior elasticity and robustness – even superior to alumi-
num and titanium. Leveraging the full advantages of Nanofit 
material, HENRY JULLIEN launches eleven styles with ultra- 
delicate frame composition in the line. Want even lighter 
frames? How about the collection’s eight rimless models that 
can be fitted with lenses in diverse shapes.

One of the most striking elements of the Nano Studio 
Collection lies in the patented, screwless hinges that may look 
delicate, but secure a long-lasting fit at a high level of resili-
ence. Weighing in at a mere 5 grams, the rimless models raise 
the bar for lightweight style grounded in a century of eyewear 
expertise.

Traditional craftsmanship from the French Jura region.

The luxe Gold Filled Collection boasts premium gold frames, 

optionally featuring extra palladium coating.

Delicate and robust at the same time: the screwless hinges on the

Nano Studio Collection.
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»CAP FERRET C C53P76«  

H E N R Y  J U L L I E N
»PACIFIC S03 C56 GOLDIES«  

»YALE C C53P03 GOLDIES« 
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